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quoted, except that the pressure difference was 5 cms. gave a
reading at 11.25 a.m. of 0'26 seconds per hubble (30 bubbles timed)
and by 4.20 p.m. on the same day, tbe time for one bubble was
more than 300 seconds. This was an extreme case, and in general
the conditions of the experiment are arjanged so that a bubble
never takes less than one second to form, a very rapid stream,
besides heing difficult to time, being liable to cause one bubble to
interfere with the next. At the other extreme, readings of hundreds
of seconds can hardly be regarded as anything but an approximate
average, for in two or three minutes some stomata may open or
close to a considerable extent.

Whenever possible, each reading is taken three times in rapid
succession, and the mean is regarded as an indication of the
stomatal aperture, unless this is changing very rapidly as is
sometimes the case towards evening.
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[WITH SIX FIGURES IN THE TEXT].

I iVERYONE has heard of the sensitive stamens of Centaurea
P j cyaniis, but it is not so widely known that other cases of

irritability occur in the Compositse, especially in the Cynarese,
e.g., Centaurea montnna, Centmirea dealbata, Carduus Kerneri,
Silybum marianum, Gerbera multiflora. There are also other
examples. In the allied tribe, Arctotidese, is the species under
consideration, but in this case it is the style which is sensitive.
The course of events is unusually complex and a description of
the composition of the capitulum and of its development from tbe
bud is the clearest method of explaining the behaviour of the florets.

' since this paper was written, my attention has been called to the fact
that M. von Minden ("Reizbare Griffejjfvon zweier Ayctotis-Xrtzn," Flora, Bd.
88, 1901, p. 238) has described in some detail, though without figures, the
m o v e m e n t s of t h e s t y l e in Ayctotis aspeya and • A., calendvlacea.) 1 h a v e b e e n
unable to see Minden's paper, but am informed that his observations are
precisely similar to those here recorded. HoweVtjr, it has seemed worth
while publishing the present account, especially as no figures appear to have
been published previously to illustrate the interesting facts observed.

y / / .
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FIGS. 1-6. Arctotis aspera.
Fig, 1, A semi-diagrammatic median section through a capituliim. For

details see text. Fig. 2. Style of ray floret. Fig. 3. Stjle of hermaphrodite
floret in female stage. Fig. 4. Male floret in irritable phase before being
touched. Fig. 5. Male floret after the style has been touched as indicated by
the arrow in Fig. 4, .^ig. (i. General view of the capitulum showing curling
of the ligulate corolla ready for the fruiting stage.

Composition of the Capitulum.

Tbe centre of tbe disc is occupied by from five to seven rings
of male florets. Fig, 1, A-E, tubular and sterile, with a very rudi-
mentary pappus or none at all. The style acts solely as a pollen
presenter. Outside these there is a ring of tubular bermaphrodite
florets, F l , wbich vary in different capitula but wbich are usually
much the same as tbe F2 and F3 florets, tbe pappus being similar
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but smaller. The fertility varies so that in some capltula these
florets are sterile and the style acts only as a pollen presenter.

In the outer rings. Fig, 1, F2 and F3, the florets are always
hermaphrodite and tubular with the pappus composed of five wide
membranous scales. Attached to the base of the florets are a
number of setae similar to those which cover the receptacle. The
ray florets are in one row, ligulate with no stamens and with the
style of a different type (Fig. 2) from that of the disc florets (Fig, 3),
The receptacle is covered with setae vvhich are more or less
membranous.

Poll inn tion Mechii ii ism.

When the young capitulum opens the ray florets spread out
disclosing a disc which is nearly flat, Tbe first sign of activity
occurs in the F3 row, where the corolla has, during the previous
night, elongated hut remained closed as in Fig, 1, B. The corolla
opens out and the staminal tube is seen to be closed at the top by
five nearly black apical appendages. As it is a South African
species all the activities of the florets are best seen when the flower
is examined on the plant in a greenhouse during warm, sunny
weather. Under such conditions the corolla breaks open about
8.30 a,m, in June, Half an hour later a few of the florets show
the tips of the styles emerging from the staminal tube and by
10 a.m, most, if not all, the florets in the active row have the style
aa shown in Fig, 1, D and Fig, 4. Each style takes from five to
ten minutes to emerge under the hest conditions, but if the atmos-
phere is cold or the plant is in deep shade the styles may not come
out at all, or they may come out only partially, or they may come
out entirely but very slowly. Under good conditions of light and
temperature, however, the process of pollen presentation can be
seen very clearly within a few minutes.

One of the peculiarities of the style in this stage is that it is
sensitive to touch and moves quickly in the direction of the touch.
The arrow in Fig, 4 indicates the point of contact and Fig, 5
represents the position assumed as a consequence by the style.
This irritability is shown immediately the upper haiiy portion of
the style is free of the staminal tube. The tip of the style formed
by the two closely adpressed branches of the stigma has no pollen
upon it but the remainder of the thick part of the style is completely
coated with the yellow sticky particles.

When the flower head is in a vigorous condition the style
recovers quickly from the movement and regains its irritability in
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less than half a minute. It remains in the position assumed after
the reaction until touched again. It has been observed, bowever,
that when a style has been touched and has reacted in a given
direction a longer time elapses before it will react in the opposite
direction. Accurate time observations of these reactions would be
interestitig from a physiological point of view, but have no direct
bearing on the present subject.

After the first day of the male stage the style is withdiawn
completely within the staminal tube, usually starting about 4 p.m.
and retiring slowly. Sometimes very little pollen is scraped off as
the style is retracted hut more frequently a distinct ring of pollen
is left adhering to the top of the staminal tube (Fig. 1, E). In the
case of the F3 florets the style emerges the following morning
slowly and in the female stage (Fig. 3). Then it is not sensitive to
touch and has no pollen attached to the outside which is now
comparatively smooth. The F2 and PI florets act similarly. One
or two rows of florets grow up each night in regular succession
until the whole of the disc florets have opened. In the female stage,
however, the styles of the F2 florets are not exserted to the same
extent as those of the F3 florets and those of the Fl are exserted
less than those of the F2 florets. The florets lying inside the Fl
row exsert irritable styles in the same way as the outer florets, but
in these the style may emerge for two or even three successive days
in the male stage and is retracted during the intervening nights.
Little or no pollen is scraped off the first evening but on the second
and third days all the pollen is removed from the style as it with-
draws into the staminal tube. The ring of pollen is very distinct
during the first twelve or eighteen hours lying around the top of
tbe staminal tube, but gradually breaks up and a powdery mass is
left around the top of the floret. The styles in these florets are not
exserted again after the male stage is past.

As a rule there is only one row of styles in the irritable phase
each day but sometimes two rows mature more or less simultaneously,
the inner row emerging later in the morning of the same day or the
following morning at the same time as the styles of the outer row
are exserted.

The styles of the ray florets become gradually more and more
exserted up to the time of fruiting, making their first appearance
while tbe F2 florets are in the male stage. They are not retracted
during the night nor are the styles of the F florets in the female
stage. When tbe last disc florets are in the active stage the
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corolla of tbe ray florets begins to curl up like a watch spring and
when about half the corolla is twisted all the ray florets bend over
and cover tbe disc, thus initiating the fruiting stage of tbe capitulum.
While the disc florets are active tbe tay florets close up every
nigbt, producing the well-known nocturnal condition of tbe
capitulum but with no curling of the tip of the corolla.

In Arctotis aspera Linn, (syn, A. aureola) we bave the following
noteworthy points, (1) Three types of florets—female, hermaphro-
dite and male, (2) Irritable styles in tbe disc florets, (3) Diurnal
exsertion and retraction of the styles of the disc florets, (4) Diurnal
progression of maturity towards the centre of the disc, (5) Perma-
nent withdrawal of the style of the inner florets after the work of
pollen presentation is completed. (6) Nocturnal closing of the
capitulum by the ray florets.

As material and opportunities for constant observation were
not available I hope to make more detailed observations when
military exigencies permit. In conclusion I would express my
thanks to iVIr, R, Irwyn Lynch, M,A,, for material and for tbe
opportunities given for the study of tbis interesting member of tbe
Compositse during tbe time I was recovering from a shrapnel wound
in a Cambridge bospital.

FOREIGN POLLEN IN FOSSIL SEEDS.

BY F . W , OLIVER,

THE appearance of Mr. Birbal Sahni's short but interesting
paper on Foreign Pollen' tempts one to contribute a brief note

on tbe same subject, iVlr, Sabni records the fact that of tbe ovules
of Ginkgo investigated, about a dozen in all, no less than eight
contained foreign pollen grains. Among tbese, three distinct species
of grains were discriminated, whilst in at least one instance a pollen
grain of foreign origin was found to have germinated, producing a
tube.

As the author justly remarks, the conditions which prevail in
botanic gardens and similar artificial habitats are particularly
favourable to occurrences of the kind. Provided tbe liberation of
wind-borne pollen synchronises with tbe presence of collecting
drops at the micropyle there is no obvious reason wby tbe pollen
grains sbould not find their way to the pollen cbamber—so long of
course as tbey conform in tbe matter of size.

' NEW PHYTOLOGIST, Vol, XIV, 1915, p. 149.






